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Mr M Attwell
Attwell Farms
Ltd

Continued use of land and farm buildings 30.06.20
as a farm based Rural Educational and
Interpretation Visitor Centre with associated
facilities
including
visitor
parking.
Development to include the retention of
outdoor play equipment, toilet blocks,
animal enclosures, shelters and fencing,
the wall filling the formerly open sided
elevation of the southernmost building,
pedestrian link between the café/play barn
and winter barn and steel walling adjacent
to the visitor parking area. Retention of a
mobile office building for a twelve month
period.

19/01544/FUL

Seafield Farm
Seafield Lane
Beoley
B98 9DB
RECOMMENDATION: That planning permission be REFUSED
Consultations
Beoley Parish Council objects on two grounds:‘1. Concerns around safe and sustainable access to the application site by visitors
along Seafield Lane.
‘We note that the site is not actually situated on a bus route, and that the nearest bus
route is approximately 1km away from the site, making access by public transport difficult.
We do not feel that Seafield Lane is safe for pedestrians to use to walk to the site, given
that it is used frequently by heavy goods vehicles serving other businesses and that there
are inadequate footpaths along the lane. Therefore, most visitors are likely to access the
site by motor transport, which would lead to a general increase in traffic on surrounding
roads.
‘2.

Concerns around the use of the adjacent field as an overspill car park.

‘We note that the applicant suggests the overspill car park, currently a field, is to be used
only 23 days per year when the site is at its busiest. However, given the number of
visitors the applicant has claimed to come to the site (600 per week, rising to 1200 per
week during school term-time), we are concerned that the field (which is adjacent to
some residential properties in Cherry Pit lane) will be used more often than this, which
would have a harmful effect on the greenbelt and could eventually lead to the field being
resurfaced with permanent hard standing.’
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Highways - Bromsgrove
No objection subject to conditions relating to provision of electric vehicle charging
facilities, provision of 6 accessible parking spaces, 10 secure motorcycle parking spaces,
8 sheltered, secure and accessible cycle parking spaces and provision of an Employment
Travel Plan and overspill carpark to be properly surfaced in a bound material.
The application by its nature is a rural proposal as farms typically are not located
close to urban locations, nor are they located close to high frequency public
transport routes.
The predominate visitors to this site will be school trips and family visits which will
either be by coach of private car with multiple occupants, given the rural leisure
use proposed it is not anticipated that visitors would travel as a single occupancy
trip, by public transport or on foot. Some opportunities do exist for cycling accepting
this will be a minority of users.
The primary concern for the Highway Authority is the opportunity for staff to travel
sustainably should they wish and if there are any implications for the highway
network. The staff numbers are modest and half the staff already resides on site, this
internalisation of activity is considered to contribute towards sustainable
development. The remaining staffs are presently located in the local area, but
sustainable access is limited to car sharing and cycling based on the distances
involved.
The Seafield Lane has evolved over time including the provision of passing space
to adapt the commercial and agricultural uses, these alterations give opportunities
for larger vehicles to pass each other, and given the predominant vehicle to this
application are likely to be cars it is not expected to result in a severe impact.
Further comment
Engineering works have been undertaken by Oakland International Ltd to form footways
in the verges along Seafield Lane. It said the work was to protect pedestrians who use
the lane to reach the bus stop at Bransons Cross and to encourage their employees to
use public transport where it is available. The Highways Authority has confirmed that the
area of land is highway and the decision has been made to allow the informal pedestrian
facilities to remain and that it has no bearing on this planning application and is
considered to be a separate matter.
County landscape officer
No objection in principle. The context of the application is set within a business facility
that has been greatly expanded from the historic farmstead, which as such is no longer a
major component of the existing site. A comparison between aerial photographic
coverage dating to 1999 and 2016 indicates further expansion and remodelling of
permanent buildings has taken place in that time, presumably in part to accommodate
business diversification. The application proposes a further expansion to the public and
education facilities offered, to include over-flow car parking, and therefore, further
encroachment into the rural setting (also green belt) of the farm. The measure from a
landscape perspective is the impact to landscape character and visual impact that will
result from the expansion of facilities.
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Cumulative impact, the effects on landscape and green belt are all factors alongside and
understanding of opportunities for mitigation. The visual impacts that will arise from this
development are both permanent and transitory; those being the structures associated
with the education centre and the vehicles belonging to visitors to the centre. While the
new structures, play equipment and fencing will share some commonality with agricultural
character they also reflect the change of use and by association a shift towards
permanent installation. The collective features will, from certain viewpoints, be seen
against the backdrop of the existing farm complex, however they also mark an
encroachment into previously undeveloped rural land and may be visible in that context
from other viewpoints experienced by receptors in the setting. This also raises the issue
of cumulative effects. As stated already, the farm complex has through the process of
previous expansion encroached into the rural landscape and green belt. Any change of
use activities contained within the existing buildings or their associated yards will not
therefore significantly intrude into the landscape or its visual envelope. Extending the
structural facilities and activities of the education centre beyond the existing buildings,
however limited, will, by association, impose a measure of related (therefore cumulative)
impact into the immediate rural landscape.
To assess the impact and its potential harm to the landscape from a County perspective,
the two main themes of visual and landscape character set the framework. In terms of
visual impact, the site does benefit from being relatively well-contained within the
established hedgerow network. There is a clear opportunity within this scheme to deliver
additional landscaping that could enhance existing landscape features, delivering a net
gain for landscape character and biodiversity, and visual mitigation. In terms of impact to
landscape character, any change that introduces new built structures into a rural setting
of enclosed pasture must be considered a measure of negative change. To what extent
this can be considered harmful is a matter of detailed design and (to a lesser extent)
mitigation through appropriate landscape enhancement, and of course, must be weighed
with any benefits the change of use will deliver. Related to landscape character is the
matter of encroachment into green belt. The installation of appropriate agricultural
fencing, the design of shelters to avoid obvious massing and choice of selection of
natural materials for construction can all contribute towards mitigation, and also result in a
result more closely aligned with established agricultural practice. It is more problematic to
apply the same principles to play equipment, not least due to the type of materials used in
its construction, and in terms of practice, that being the utilisation of rural land for
additional car parking.
The applicant has stated that hedgerow restoration will be part of the scheme, which is
welcomed.
The overspill car parking is more difficult to mitigate, particularly in the context of a
greenfield site and with the risk this poses in terms of encroachment into green belt. The
temporary or transitory function of an overspill car park does not lessen the impact, but its
use should be minimised and managed within an enhanced landscape setting to mitigate
the visual impact to local receptors, and contribute towards wider landscape and
biodiversity enhancements.

Agricultural advisor
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‘Analysis and Comments
‘It is claimed that the farm park is the reason that the enterprise has moved from losses to
profits
‘It is clear that the enterprise has moved from losses to profits, but the evidence does not
demonstrate that the farm park is the reason. It may be a factor, or even the single main
factor, but from the evidence provided I am not able to verify that.
‘The Planning Statement sets out that the farm extends to 81ha, of which Seafield Farm
is 6.6ha. It states that the farm produced 150,000 broiler chickens, with 40,000 of these
reared at Seafield Farm. Yet the accountant’s letter of 29th April states that broiler
production ceased in the period between the 2016 and 2017 year end accounts, which is
inconsistent.
‘My letter of 3rd April set out the type of more detailed information that would need to be
reviewed in order to be able to verify the importance of the farm park. Not least a
breakdown of income between farming activities and farm park activities is needed to
assess whether or not the farm park is contributing to, or the reason for, the increased
profitability. This is especially important when the Seafield Farm site is only a small part
of a much bigger business producing the turnover and profits being analysed.
‘Accordingly, I am not able to conclude that the farm park contributes positively to the
profits, because the data necessary for that analysis has not been provided.
‘I have also been asked to provide an opinion on whether or not there is evidence, and a
reasonable expectation, that the farm could not be a profitable unit without the park
diversification. There is no evidence, no analysis or budgets, for example, provided by
the Applicants to substantiate that position.
‘This is an 80ha farm with, it is stated, a large beef herd, a small sheep enterprise, and
large chicken and turkey enterprises. I would expect a farm of this size would be
profitable, and would have good prospects of remaining profitable.
‘In my view it has not been demonstrated that the farm will not be profitable without the
park farm.
‘Conclusions
‘It has been stated that the farm park is essential to the profitability of the farm
(accountant’s letter of 25th March), and that is the reason the farm has become profitable
(accountant’s letter of 29th April).
‘There is no evidence to enable me to validate these statements. They may be correct,
but the evidence is lacking or contradictory. The Seafield Farm site is part of a much
bigger holding. The information provided refers to a large broiler unit, but the
accountant’s letter suggests that broiler production ceased in 2016/2017. I have asked
for a breakdown in stocking, sales etc, but this has not been provided.
‘Accordingly it cannot be concluded that the farm park is a major contributor to the farm
becoming profitable.
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‘Nor can it be concluded that the farm enterprises are not, and cannot be, profitable
without the farm park.
‘I appreciate that the conclusion is not definitive, but this is because the Applicants have
not provided the information necessary to be able to review their claims.’
WRS – Noise
WRS consider that because of the close proximity of the overspill car park to Seafield
Lodge the residents at Seafield Lodge would be subjected to an adverse noise impact
from its use and therefore formally object to this part of the application on noise grounds.
WRS – Land Contamination and Air Quality
No objection
North Worcestershire Water Management
The site falls within flood zone 1 (low risk of fluvial flooding) and isn't shown to be
susceptible to surface water flooding. NWWM hold no reports of flooding on site.
It is important that the development does not increase the amount of runoff from the site,
and that any new hard-standing areas are appropriately drained. Since it is understood
that the site is not suitable for infiltration other methods of storm water drainage via SuDS
will need to be considered; no storm water may be disposed via the foul sewer.
No objection subject to a condition to include details of surface water drainage measures,
including for hard-standing areas, and shall include the results of an assessment into the
potential of disposing of surface water by means of a sustainable drainage system
(SuDS). The surface water drainage measures shall provide an appropriate level of runoff
treatment.
County footpaths
No objection. The definitive line of Beoley footpath BE-553 is adjacent to the southern
boundary of the application site. The red line boundary doesn’t appear to encroach onto
the footpath, and there appears to be no part of the development that affects it.
Publicity
A total of 10 letters were originally sent on 11th December 2019 which expired on 4th
January 2020.
A site notice was displayed on 13th January 2019 and expired on 6th February 2020.
The application was advertised in the Bromsgrove Standard on 3rd January 2020, expiring
on 20th January 2020.
The following amendments and information had been accrued during the period of
consideration, resulting in a further round of publicity at the end of June:


Amended development description to encompass the proposed change of use of land
and buildings together with the elements of operational development proposed for
retention;
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Amended layout plan (WAA 061/P/201 Rev H) and Site Plan (WAA 061/P/201/Rev F)
, including the expansion of the development site to Cherry Pit Lane (development site
edged in red);
A detailed 1:500 scale plan of the southern boundary (WAA 061/P/400) showing the
development boundary in relation to the Public Right of Way and supplemental animal
enclosures layout;
Building floor plans (WAA 061/P/204/Rev B);
Building elevations (WAA 061/LP01/401; WAA 061/LP01/402 ; WAA 061/LP01/400
RevA);
Parking layout.
Financial information;
Landscape Statement.

A total of 50 representations were received as a result of the publicity of the application.
Of these 19 were recorded as objections and 29 are as making comments in support of
the proposal.
The matters raised in support of the application are summarised as follows:











A visual improvement on the previous use
Would help to educate people in the ways of farming and perhaps encourage
people into the industry, where there is a lack of labour
The only new structures are play equipment
Will allow people access to the countryside
The lanes are able to accommodate visitors to the development, spread
throughout the day
Is a fun and educational place for families and school children to experience the
outdoors
Provides local economic benefits and employment to the area
A local charity operates a number of projects in partnership with local schools and
the creation of the Farm Park has provided a valuable asset for these projects
The haulage company on Seafield Lane raises no objection saying that 40% of its
business has relocated to Corby thus releasing capacity on the local lanes
Represents successful farm diversification

The matters raised in objecting to the application are summarised as follows:
Green Belt
 Detrimental to the character and openness of the Green Belt and countryside
 The unauthorised development appears to be a covert attempt to defeat Green
Belt policy
 No special circumstances to clearly outweigh harm to the Green Belt
 Additional inappropriate structures and features in the Green belt – plastic animal
shelters, plastic marquee, fire engine, multi-coloured trampoline, high perimeter
security fence, flood lighting.
 Parking arrangements are proposed beyond the extent of the build development
 The overspill car park is likely to face pressure to be permanently surfaced in the
near future to meet likely parking requirements
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The development site extends onto fields for car parking and ‘multiple use’
opening the door to further unplanned business development

Character and visual amenity
 Would result in significant change to the character and visual amenity of the area
associated with large scale car parking and non-agricultural outdoor uses and is
viewable from a number of positions within the public domain.
Amenity
 Cars in the overflow car park causing noise and loss or privacy for the
neighbouring residential property.
 Noise disturbance from shouting children
Sustainable location
 The site is in an unsustainable location which can only be safely reached by car
and does not have bus service connection.
Traffic and Parking
 No mention of the unauthorised access to the overflow carpark which exits onto a
blind bend
 Unauthorised footways have been formed along Seafield Lane
 Considerable commercial operations have developed at Atwell Park Farm and
Oaklands International over the years resulting in excessive HGV movements to
detriment of the local community and highway safety
 The hard surfaced area would provide insufficient car parking to service the site
Need
 No local need for this facility as similar are provided at Umberslade Children’s
Farm, Forge Mill Farm, Becketts Farm and interpretive/education facilities such as
Stratford Butterfly Farm and Hatton Country Park
 The level of ‘education’ is minimal and the focus is more on indoor and outdoor
play for young children
Flood risk and drainage
 The increase in hard standing substantially increases the risk of surface water
flooding
 Foul sewerage should be designed to safeguard the water table
Ecology
 Light pollution from flood lights may impact on bats in the area
Other matters
 Unclear if existing application buildings have planning permission
 The developments at Oaklands and Attwells Park Farm seem to have no regard
to planning procedures, the Green Belt, neighbouring properties, traffic increase,
road safety, noise pollution, eyesore etc
 Refusal is the only way to prevent the growing impact of the development
Relevant Policies
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Bromsgrove District Plan
BDP1 – Sustainable Development Principles
BDP4 – Green Belt
BDP12 – Sustainable Communities
BDP13 – New Employment Development
BDP15 – Rural Renaissance
BDP16 – Sustainable Transport
BDP19 – High Quality Design
BDP21 – Natural Environment
BDP22 – Climate Change
BDP23 – Water Management
Others
NPPF – National Planning Policy Framework (the Framework)
NPPG – Planning Practice Guidance
National Design Guide
High Quality Design SPD
Worcestershire Landscape Character Assessment
Worcestershire Landscape Character Assessment Supplementary Guidance
Relevant Planning History
Linked enforcement appeals dismissed on 28 October 2014
APP/P1805/C/
13/2200098

The breach of planning control for the
erection of a building

APP/P1805/C/
13/2202661

The breach of planning control for
material change of use of land from
agricultural use and the storage and
despatch of poultry to a mixed use
comprising agricultural use, the storage
and despatch of poultry, and the
commercial storage of pre-packed food
and drink

Following a site inspection, the LPA confirmed on 9th March 2020, that it was satisfied
that sufficient steps had been taken to address the substantive requirements of the
enforcement notices and consequently addressed the harm arising from those breaches
of planning control. The enforcement file was therefore closed in respect of
2012/0249/ENF.
Assessment of Proposal
Site and surroundings
This complex of farm buildings is in open countryside off the south west side of Seafield
Lane. The site is located on Green Belt land and there is a Public Right of Way running
east/west along the southern site boundary, connecting to Cherry Pit Lane. There is one
neighbouring residential property abutting the application site (Seafield Lodge). A
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storage and distribution company, Oaklands International, occupies the complex of
buildings on the opposite side of Seafields Lane.
The farming business known as Seafield Pedigres Ltd farms Pedigree Aberdeen Angus
cattle and Pedigree Suffolk sheep, along with turkeys and chickens. The business
operates two farms, Seafield Farm and Moorfield Farm which total 81 ha. The farmstead
area extends to 6.58ha.
Proposal
In Autumn 2017 the farm diversified into a ‘Rural Education Centre’ and this retrospective
application is to regularise that development.
Two out of the three barns continue to accommodate livestock as part of the proposed
use and no physical changes have been made from the authorised agricultural use, apart
from the construction of a covered pedestrian link from the main play/cafe building.
Members are reminded that the housing of livestock in conjunction with the farm park is
not an agricultural use. The third and largest building, originally an open sided livestock
building, now has walled elevations to provide weather-proof space for visitors inside
using the play area, café, shop and animal petting shed.
The proposal extends to include a change of use of farm land to the south of the
application buildings (2.54ha) to provide an area of outdoor recreation consisting of
enclosed animal paddocks with shelters and open land (described on the submission
plan as Multi-use Animal Paddocks for Farm Livestock and Visitor Education) and
children’s play equipment (described on the submission plan as Outdoor Play Zone).
Two further areas are used for visitor parking, one on hardstanding within the farm
complex and the other, used as overspill, on an adjoining field, between Seafield Lane
and Cherry Pit Lane.
Green Belt
The site is on Green Belt designated land.
The Framework sets out the Government’s approach towards the protection of Green
Belt. It states that the fundamental aim of Green Belt policy is to prevent urban sprawl by
keeping land permanently open; the essential characteristics of Green Belts are their
openness and their permanence.
Framework Paragraph 143 states that inappropriate development is, by definition,
harmful to the Green Belt and should not be approved except in very special
circumstances.
Paragraph 144 states that when considering any planning application, local planning
authorities should ensure that substantial weight is given to any harm to the Green Belt.
‘Very special circumstances’ will not exist unless the harm to the Green Belt by reason of
inappropriateness, and any other harm resulting from the proposal, is clearly outweighed
by other considerations.
Whether the proposal is inappropriate development
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Paragraph 145 states that the construction of new buildings in Green Belt is
inappropriate, with some qualified exceptions. Applicable to this application is 145 (b),
being the provision of appropriate facilities (in connection with the existing use of land or
a change of use) for, and applicable to this case, outdoor recreation; as long as the
facilities preserve the openness of the Green Belt and do not conflict with the purposes of
including land within it.
The proposal extends to include a change of use of farm land to the south of the
application buildings (2.54ha) to provide an area of outdoor recreation consisting of
enclosed animal paddocks with shelters and open land (described on the submission
plan as Multi-use Animal Paddocks for Farm Livestock and Visitor Education) and
children’s play equipment (described on the submission plan as Outdoor Play Zone).
In the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (section 336(1)), ‘building’ is defined as
including “any structure or erection and any part of a building as so defined…”. By
reason of size, permanence and physical attachment I conclude as a matter of fact and
degree that the play equipment, toilet and baby changing facilities, fencing, and animal
shelters qualify as buildings for the purposes of the paragraph 145 (b) exception.
The facilities are integral to the use and are considered not to preserve openness and in
conflict with a purpose of including land within the Green Belt, namely the purpose of
assisting in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment. This also applies to the
pedestrian link between the café/play building and winter barn, steel walling adjacent to
the visitor parking area and mobile office building.
Under paragraph 146, certain other forms of development are also appropriate in the
Green Belt provided they preserve its openness and do not conflict with the purposes of
land within it, and applicable to this application is (d) the re-use of buildings provided that
the buildings are of permanent and substantial construction and (e) material changes in
the use of land (such as, and applicable to this application, recreation).
In terms of the paragraph 146 (d) exception, the proposal involves the re-use of which are
of permanent and substantial construction (0.464ha). Two out of the three barns
continue to accommodate livestock as part of the proposed use and remain unaltered
from the authorised agricultural use. The third and largest building, originally an open
sided livestock building, and the one most visible to the surrounding area, being on the
outer edge of the building group, now has walled elevations to provide weather-proof
space for visitors inside using the play area, café, shop and animal petting shed. The
wall of the south elevation is set back from the eaves line of the building and was rebuilt
in this position following the removal of the previous wall, which had been built directly
below the eaves. The enforcement appeal inspector objected to the wall on grounds that
filling the void under the roof overhang and its replacement by a solid building mass
impinged upon openness. In my view, the stepping back of the wall as now built has not
sufficiently mitigated the impact upon openness and continues to appear as the solid
building mass described by the enforcement inspector.
In terms of the paragraph 146 (e) exception, in addition to the change of use of farm land
to the south of the application buildings, a further change of use of farm land to the north
east of the application buildings (0.5135ha) is proposed for use as an overspill parking
area. The Transport Statement says the car park is only available in the summer and
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the owner stating that the overflow arrangements were only needed about three times a
year, for example on Bank Holidays or for special events. However, local residents report
that at weekends and during the school holidays, it is in use.
The resulting in
encroachment into the countryside from this large amount of vehicle parking, is contrary
to one of the Green Belt purposes.
I conclude therefore, that the facilities would not preserve the openness of the Green Belt
and would conflict with one of the purposes of including land within it, namely countryside
encroachment. The proposal is therefore inappropriate development.
Any other harm resulting from the proposal
Impact on Green Belt openness and Green Belt purpose
Planning Practice Guidance says that assessing the impact of a proposal on the
openness of the Green Belt, where it is relevant to do so, requires a judgment based on
the circumstances of the case. By way of example, the courts have identified a number of
matters which may need to be taken into account in making this assessment. These
include, but are not limited to:





openness is capable of having both spatial and visual aspects – in other words,
the visual impact of the proposal may be relevant, as could its volume;
the duration of the development, and its remediability – taking into account any
provisions to return land to its original state or to an equivalent (or improved) state
of openness; and
the degree of activity likely to be generated, such as traffic generation.

The position of the link building is such that it is well contained by the existing group of
buildings, and is small in relative scale to those buildings, in which case the degree of
encroachment into the countryside is not significant and is not especially apparent from
public viewpoints. The mobile office building is similarly contained and therefore the
degree of encroachment and loss of openness is not excessive, and the siting of the
mobile office is for a temporary 12 month period.
However, turning to the main external elements of the proposal, the various facilities and
fenced enclosures and paraphernalia associated with the use are all visible from Cherry
Pit Lane and the public footpath that runs on the southern edge of the application site.
These are, in the main, low level structures and, by their nature, views through are
maintained therefore less harmful to openness than, say, the solid mass of a new
building. However, historic aerial photographs confirm that the land surrounding the farm
buildings has always been open pasture, therefore the contrast between before and after
is made that much greater by the introduction of features unfamiliar to the area namely a
dense network of animal enclosure fencing and shelters, play features including giant
bouncy cushions, a play frame and decommissioned fire engine and toilet facilities.
Furthermore, visitors ability to roam across this area to experience the animals and make
use of the outdoor play facilities, will also increase levels of activity in the area not readily
associated with a rural farming area, thus adding to that sense of encroachment. In
addition, the main playbarn/café building because of its size and mass appears as a
particularly prominent feature in the local landscape when viewed from the public
footpath, and the filling in of the void below the roof overhang to provide an enclosed
building has resulted in a solid built mass, in contrast to the approved open sided barn.
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Therefore the combined impact arising from the introduced features and activity on the
land and the enclosing of the main building has caused an appreciable loss of openness
and caused encroachment, both spatially and visually.
Turning now to the visitor parking proposals. Further encroachment into the countryside
is caused by the two large areas of customer parking. The main car park is contained by
the existing buildings and was formerly a yard area within the farm complex therefore the
degree of encroachment into the countryside is not so significant, being not especially
apparent from public viewpoints. The overspill car park, on the other hand, is not
contained by buildings and therefore has a greater visibility and sense of encroachment,
albeit softened to some degree by field boundary hedgerows. The applicant submits that
the overflow car parking would not be used very often and mainly in the summer months.
However, officers visiting the site on a day during the February half term holiday
observed that the main car park was not sufficient to cater for the number of customers
arriving by car, and therefore was in need of the overflow carpark, but was not useable
due to being water logged at the time, as it is prone to do during prolonged periods of
rainfall. On that occasion the applicant had found alternative provision to avoid turning
customers away, by using some of the Oaklands International parking area on the
opposite side of Seafield Lane. There is clearly high demand for a large number of car
parking spaces particularly during busier periods. It was also apparent during that site
visit that the applicant had begun to investigate the feasibility of providing a more
permanent surfacing solution for the overspill car park, to overcome the problems of
parking on saturated ground and the Highway Authority requires by condition that the
area be properly drained and surfaced with a bound material. The proposed use
generates a high degree of activity from vehicle use, a point remarked upon by local
residents and observed by officers, and associated customer activity. This all serves to
negatively impact openness and cause encroachment into the countryside.
Character of the countryside
Natural Environment Policy BDP21 g) expects developments to protect and enhance the
distinctive landscape character of Bromsgrove, as identified in the Worcestershire
Landscape Character Assessment, and take account of the Worcestershire Landscape
Character Assessment Supplementary Guidance.
The County’s landscape officer concluded that he did not object to the scheme in
principle, and the applicant’s stated aim of hedgerow restoration is welcomed and offers
an opportunity to enhance screening of the established agricultural sheds, in particular,
along the north-western aspect where the hedgerow appears to be very fragmented.
Other opportunities include additional tree planting along with areas of native shrub and
wildflower rich grassland.
The County Landscape Officer said the overspill car parking is more difficult to mitigate,
particularly in the context of a greenfield site and with the risk this poses in terms of
encroachment into green belt. The temporary or transitory function of an overspill car
park does not lessen the impact, but its use should be minimised and managed within an
enhanced landscape setting to mitigate the visual impact and contribute towards wider
landscape and biodiversity enhancements already discussed.
Your officers have carefully considered the comments made by the landscape officer and
find that there is scope, in conjunction with the Green belt analysis, to conclude that the
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cumulative impact of the development, including the enclosures/play area, built mass of
the main building and the car park do harm the landscape contrary to policy. If, as the
landscape officer said, elements may be difficult to mitigate, and particularly when the
LPA has not been presented with any mitigation proposals that could be successful.
Your officers acknowledge that unacceptable development can be made acceptable
through the application of particular conditions, but this does not mean that it must be
assumed that conditions can always achieve acceptable mitigation.
A distinction needs to be drawn here between impacts upon Green Belt openness as
considered in the previous section and impacts upon the character and visual amenity of
the countryside. In terms of the former, one of the fundamental aims of the Green Belt is
keeping land permanently open and in considering any planning application substantial
weight is given to any harm to the Green Belt. Therefore increasing the level of
screening by hedgerow restoration and tree planting may, over time, mitigate some of the
visual impacts associated with openness but it will not resolve the definitional harm of
inappropriate development nor the spatial presence of development and associated
activities, regardless of how visible or not they may be. Considerations of impact on
landscape character and visual amenity on non-designated countryside, on the other
hand, carries, by comparison, less weight in the planning balance, albeit in this case
landscape harm provides further grounds for refusal.
Highway Safety
Policy BDP16 requires that development should comply with Worcestershire County
Council’s Transport policies, design guide and car parking standards as well as a series
of more specific development requirements. In addition, paragraph 109 of the National
Planning Policy Framework is clear that “development should only be prevented or
refused on highway grounds if there would be an unacceptable impact on highway safety,
or the residual cumulative impacts on the road network would be severe.”
The Highway Authority advised that Seafield Lane has evolved over time including the
provision of passing space to adapt to commercial and agricultural uses, these alterations
giving opportunities for larger vehicles to pass each other, and given the predominant
vehicle to this application are likely to be cars it is not expected to result in a severe
impact. The Highway Authority also reviewed accident statistics on Seafield Lane during
the time when the Park Farm was operating, revealing 2 incidents, neither of which
appear to be associated with the trips from the application site therefore there is no
evidence to suggest that this will have an unacceptable impact on highway safety.
I conclude therefore, that there would not be an unacceptable impact on highway safety
or a severe impact on congestion.
Sustainable location
Policies BDP13 and 15 both encourage sustainable economic development in rural areas
and this is considered to be consistent with paragraph 80 and 83 of the framework.
Diversification of agriculture is also encouraged in BDP15 and Paragraph 83 of the
Framework.
Policy BDP16 says that development which would worsen walking and cycling access
and exacerbate motor vehicle dependence should not be permitted. However, Paragraph
84 of the Framework makes it clear that decisions should recognise that sites meet local
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business needs in rural areas may have to be found beyond existing settlements and in
locations that are not well served by public transport. The Framework also states at
paragraph 103 that opportunities to maximise sustainable transport solutions will vary
between the urban and rural area, and this should be taken into account in decision
making.
There are no bus routes / stops located within acceptable walking distance from the
proposed development and centres of population are too far for cycling and walking.
Consequently, and as evidence on the ground has confirmed, the vast majority of those
visiting the farm park are from car-based trips.
Paragraph 84 goes on to say that it will be important to ensure that development is
sensitive to its surroundings, does not have an unacceptable impact on local roads and
exploits any opportunities to make a location more sustainable (for example by improving
the scope of access on foot, by cycling or by public transport). In terms of the first
requirement, I am of the view that the proposal is not sensitive to its surroundings for
reasons explored elsewhere in this report. In terms of impact on local roads, the Highway
Authority has raised no objection. With regards to the third requirement, opportunities to
maximise sustainable transport solutions inevitably varies between urban and rural
locations. Given the sites location, there are no obvious opportunities available to
promote the meaningful use of alternative modes of transport including bus, cycling and
walking. Paragraph 84 finishes by saying sites that are physically well-related to existing
settlements, should be encouraged where suitable opportunities exist. The site does not
fit these criteria, and therefore should not be encouraged.
As such the application site would not be accessible via modes of transport other than the
private vehicle and therefore would not comply with Policy BDP16 of the Local Plan which
identifies that development that worsens walking and cycling access and exacerbates
motor vehicle dependence should not be permitted.
I acknowledge the significant weight that the Framework places on the need to support
economic growth and productivity, taking into account local business needs, with this
objective echoed in the Local Plan’s Policy BDP15 Rural Renaissance. In light of this, I
have considered the prospect of supporting the development to provide a diversified
income to support the agricultural business, with a view to benefiting the existing farm
business. However, I am of the view that this benefit should not outweigh the harm
arising from its unsustainable location.
Amenity
Policy BDP2 – Sustainable Development principles, seeks to ensure compatibility with
adjoining uses with regards to impacts on residential amenity and Policy BDP 19 – High
Quality Design makes specific reference at criterion (t) to maximising the distance
between noise sources and noise sensitive uses, such as residential. WRS commented
that the proposed overspill car park is in close proximity to the adjacent property (Seafield
Lodge) and as such has the potential to adversely impact residents in terms of noise. I
consider that the noise and disturbance commonly associated with a busy car park would
be unacceptable in such close proximity to this neighbouring property. The applicant has
indicated the use of the car park would be limited to 28 days per year. This remains a
negative in the planning balance, however, and given the site’s remote location, I would
foresee difficulties in enforcing such a measure.
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Flooding and Drainage
Policy BDP23 seeks to ensure, amongst other things, that development addresses flood
risk from all sources and do not increase the risk of flooding elsewhere. NWWM has no
objection subject to a condition to include details of surface water drainage measures,
including for hard-standing areas, and shall include the results of an assessment into the
potential of disposing of surface water by means of a sustainable drainage system
(SuDS). The surface water drainage measures shall provide an appropriate level of runoff
treatment
Initial conclusions
It has been established that the proposal is inappropriate development and by definition
harmful to the Green Belt. This harm has substantial weight. Harm to Green Belt
openness both spatially and visually and in terms of encroachment into the countryside
as identified above adds additional weight against the development. Other harm, as
identified above, is the unsustainable location of the proposal, landscape harm, and the
negative impact in terms of noise and disturbance the proposal has on a neighbouring
resident.
The applicant is of the view that the development is not inappropriate, benefiting from the
relevant exceptions under paragraph 145 and 146 of the Framework and that the
proposals preserve Green Belt openness and do not conflict with the purposes of
including land within it. I disagree with this position, for the reasons previously explained.
In the event of this disagreement, the applicant considers there to be ‘Very Special
Circumstances’ which outweigh harm to the Green Belt, by reason of inappropriateness
by definition, and any other harm.
The applicant considers there to be an essential need for the development and
summarises the case for demonstrating very special circumstances as follows:





Essential accessible facilities for school parties, colleges of further education,
families and people with special educational needs;
The provision of good quality tourism
A highly successful farm diversification scheme which has a proven need
Sustainable job creation

Educational and Community Facility
The applicant puts forward educational benefits as a key consideration giving local
schools and colleges the opportunity to visit and gain a greater understanding of animals,
the environment and farming, through play, animal interaction and supportive educational
packages.
There seems little doubt that a facility such as this provides a positive outdoor experience
for young people living in an otherwise dense urban area, providing access to the
countryside as a place for outdoor education and children’s play, whilst encouraging
greater appreciation of the farming sector and food production and to promote healthy
living.
Letters from schools and other institutions highlight support for the facility. The applicant
confirms that close relationships have already been forged with many primary schools
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and market research has identified that there is a ‘need and unmet demand’ for offering
educational visits within the Bromsgrove and District Area.
There are other farm visitor centres in the area, such as Umberslade Children’s Farm.
However, the applicant says the project differentiates from existing farm visitor centres in
the region, firstly by investment into more innovative activities and secondly providing a
wider range of educational and training facilities outside of the main holiday season.
Tourism
Policy BDP15 supports tourist related initiatives appropriate to a countryside location and
NPPF paragraph 83 seeks to enable sustainable rural tourism and leisure developments
which respect the character of the countryside.
Farm Diversification
Policy BDP 13 – New Employment Development promotes sustainable economic
development in rural areas through conversion of rural buildings taking into account the
potential impact on the openness and purposes of including the land in Green Belt.
Proposals that can demonstrate significant benefits to the local economy and/or
community will be considered favourably.
Policy BDP15 – Rural Renaissance seeks to support proposals that satisfy the social and
economic needs of rural communities when considering rural diversification schemes,
which echoes the overarching sustainable development objectives of the NPPF.
The applicant’s supporting statement reported that farm diversification helps the farm
remain solvent enabling the business to be put on a secure financial footing against a
backdrop of the farm business being ‘severely handicapped due to Brexit, severe
uncertainty in the economy, poor trading conditions and as a consequence a decline in
the agricultural industry’. Policy supports farm diversification. It is not essential for a farm
diversification project to contribute to the economic viability of a working farm but the
failure to do so lessens the weight to be given to diversification. In this case, the
Council’s appointed Agricultural Advisor was unable to conclude that the farm park
contributes positively to the profits, because the data necessary for that analysis had not
been provided following request. In the view of the Agricultural Advisor it had not been
demonstrated that the farm would not be profitable without the park farm.
Job creation
Sustainable job creation is cited as a benefit of the proposal, generating eight full time
and four part time, with many of the staff living locally. During busy periods, up to 15
employees on a seasonal basis. The submission says that there will be further
employment both full and part time. The Framework at paragraph 80 attaches significant
weight in support of economic growth and productivity, taking into account local business
needs and wider opportunities for development.
Balancing harm against other considerations
I have concluded that the proposed development would constitute inappropriate
development which, by definition, is harmful to the Green Belt. Substantial weight is
attached to this consideration. Other harm has also been identified in terms of impact
upon Green Belt openness and one of the purposes of Green Belt, namely safeguarding
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the countryside from encroachment, landscape harm, together with the unsustainable
location of the site and harm to residential amenity, and these add further weight against
the proposal.
The benefits of farm diversification are primarily related to providing an educational and
community facility in association with schools and colleges and providing a positive
outdoors experience for families and children. These are favourable aspects in terms of
job creation and provision of beneficial facilities for the wider community. However, these
social and economic benefits need to be weighed against the harm arising from the
inappropriateness of the development in the Green Belt and other identified harm. Policy
conveys the strongest protection to Green Belt land.
The identified harms add significantly to the substantial weight against inappropriate
development. In view of the above considerations, I conclude that the harm to the Green
Belt is not clearly outweighed by the other considerations, including the expressions of
community support for the proposal. For these reasons very special circumstances
required to justify the proposed development do not exist and as such the proposal does
not constitute sustainable development.
RECOMMENDATION: That planning permission be REFUSED
1.

The proposal, on Green Belt designated land, is inappropriate development and by
definition should not be approved except in very special circumstances. Other
harm has been identified in terms of impact upon Green Belt openness and
one of the purposes of Green Belt, namely safeguarding the countryside from
encroachment. No very special circumstances exist or have been put forward that
would outweigh the harm by reason of its inappropriateness and by reason of the
other identified harm. The proposal is therefore contrary to Bromsgrove District
Plan Policy BDP4.4 (b) and Paragraph 144 and Paragraph 145 b) and
Paragraphs 146 d) and e) of the National Planning Policy Framework.

2.

The proposal would cause unacceptable harm to the landscape arising from the
cumulative impact of the development, including the animal enclosures/play
area/toilet blocks and associated paraphernalia, built mass of the main building
and the overspill car park. The proposal is therefore contrary to Bromsgrove
District Plan Policy BDP1.4 (d), BDP21 g) and Paragraph 170 (b) of the National
Planning Policy Framework.

3.

There are no bus routes / stops located within acceptable walking distance from
the proposed development. The lack of adequate footway provision and street
lighting and distance from urban centres will deter journeys on foot and cycle.
Therefore, the Council finds that the proposal would not represent sustainable
development, and other material considerations do not outweigh the conflict with
the Bromsgrove District Plan. The proposal would be contrary to Bromsgrove
District Plan Policies BDP1.4 a); BDP13.1 e); BDP15.1 a) and c); BDP 16.6,
BDP22.1 (c) and Paragraph 84 of the National Planning Policy Framework.

4.

Due to the close proximity of the overspill car park to Seafield Lodge the residents
of that property would be subjected to an adverse noise impact from its use
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contrary to Bromsgrove District Plan Policy BDP1.4 (e), BDP19 (t) and Paragraph
180 (a) of the National Planning Policy Framework.

